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ABSTRACT 

There are studies showing that 10% of the total energy generated in the 
world is spent on crushing and sifting and sorting processes in mining 
sectors. 52.7% of the total mining industries extracts metal ores, 36.3% of 
them extracts coal. It can be seen that there is a need for sorting the 
materials with particles in these sectors. According to the needs, the energy 
expenditure is high and the devices and equipment used still maintaining 
their traditional designs and makes. The process of sorting out the 
materials with particles is sifted by the flat surfaced, trommel shaped, and 
cylindrical mesh surfaces positioned in vertical axis. The above methods 
are still in use, which becomes the basis of mechanical sifting methods. 
Therefore, the researchers continue to work on perfecting the above 
methods. The goal of this research work is to survey and determine the 
possibility of the changes in the designs of sifting equipment with the 
trommels can improve the influences that are created during the sifting 
process, the efficiency of sifting and the productivity of device or 
equipment. By this research work, with the purpose to improve the 
parameters of sifting of materials with particles, we will change the design 
of cylindrical trommel of the cross trommel sieve, which is often used in 
the sifting process to axle to its axis, and in order to confirm the results of 
experiment by determining the CAD analysis of axle trommel and the 
movement of one particle inside of it using the ADAMS software,  the 
experiment on the real equipment shall be rationalized by putting into the 
mathematic modeling, develop the physical modeling using the “EDEM 
solution” software and process the results. 
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Introduction. Granular and powder materials classification and sifting processes are used in many 
fields such as energy, mining, pharmaceutical, food and chemical technology, agricultural, building 
materials, waste processing plants, etc. The particles of materials have different types of shapes, mixed and 
the sizes are different. Sifting of particle materials consists of separating mixed particles, determining the 
properties of interactions, and the laws of particles and particles mass shifting. Also, correctly planning the 
features of physical and mechanical designs of rotating trommels and the properties of the materials 
included in it shall provide the condition for operating the mechanism.  

The most efficient method to make the screening process rational is using the mathematical 
modeling. I assume that using the mathematical modeling defines the rational method of screening 
process, moreover, it is possible to reduce the number parameters of the experiments to be conducted to 
determine the reactions from the invented mechanical system during the screening process. It has proven 
that determining the mass movement law of materials with particles based on the discrete element 
method (DEM) developed by Cundall and Strack is efficient. [1, 2, 3]. In other words, when applying the 
same amount of forces to particle materials that differ in density, weight and size, some of them are 
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mixed and some are distinguished. Many different types of the movements of the flows of particles 
inside of the trommel such as sliding, rolling, hitting, and centrifuge affect the efficiency of screening [4, 
5, 6]. It was determined that the particles moving inside of the trommel are not only in the dry condition, 
but also in the humid and wet environment and it greatly affect to the movement features or properties; 
the particle materials move with high speeds harmonizing with the liquid and free surface shall be 
limited by the extent of trommel [7, 8]. In 2001, the researchers Mellmann et al determined surveying the 
filling angle and the wall friction coefficient of the particle materials [9]. Also, they have determined that 
the state of the granular material is correlated to the rotation speed of trommel, the size of the filling, and 
the size of particles by the experiment [10, 11]. It was surveyed using the experiment and determined the 
relationship between the rotation of the wheat particle materials and the sharp drop angles in the trommel 
system spinning by the horizontal axis [12, 13, 14]. In addition, they have conducted the researches to 
distinguish the particles by the liquid flows and determine the particle sizes sorted out from the trommel 
screen relating to the design peculiarities [15]. B. Bellocq et al have conducted the survey to improve the 
efficiency of the trommel screen with multi layers [16]. Looking at the event that the method leaning to 
the basic axis of trommel is still maintained, it was assumed that it is required to conduct additional 
surveys and researches furthermore.  

1. Changes due to the trommel’s axial angle  

It was assumed, during the survey of the parameters such as trajectory, speed and acceleration 
of movement of particles moving inside of the trommel screen, and the movement activations of the 
material layers, that the main factors affecting them were the trommel’s axial angles, rotations, and 
frequency and conducted the CAD (Computer Aided Design) experiment. The following picture 
shows trommel axis as it is rotating around the Y-axis.  

 

Fig. 1. a. Traditional position, b. Axial position 

By the above experiment, the axial trommel results to the volume changes in virtual type and 

it was shown in the following table.  

 

Table 2. Virtual experiment results 

No. Axial angle o Area sq.m. Volume cub. m. S working area % 

0 0 0.415 0.0218 - 

1 1 0.424 0.0228 2.1 % 

2 2 0.432 0.0238 4.09% 

3 3 0.44 0.025 6.02% 

4 4 0.448 0.026 7.95% 

5 5 0.456 0.0271 9.87% 

6 6 0.464 0.0282 11.8% 

7 7 0.4715 0.0293 13.6% 

8 8 0.4788 0.0303 15.37% 

9 9 0.4861 0.0314 17.1% 

10 10 0.4931 0.0325 18.8% 

11 11 0.5 0.0336 20.4% 
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By conducting this experiment, the change occurring in the virtual dimensions of the screening 

surface resulted to the assumption that it is required to determine the properties of the motions of 

particles moving inside of the trommel. Before conducting the next experiment, in 1927, the scientist 

Levinson L. B. determined the main parameters such as the trommel diameter D and the height h of 

the loading material in the trommel relating to the maximum diameter dmax of the screening particle 

material when determining the geometric basic dimensions of the trommel screen. 

Determining the particle motion properties. 

The particle motion properties were compared by the motion trajectories’ difference between 

the traditional and compared/installed as axial position of trommel screen. To prove this idea, it was 

experimented by creating the physical model of the trommel on the MSC-ADAMS software.  

 

Fig. 3. Physical model of trommel 

The experiment was carried out by incorporating the changes in the frequency and angle of 

rotation of the trommel and the result was a large amount of data parameter and thus, we have 

included one example by summarizing them. 
 

Table 3. Datas generated by the MSC-ADAMS 

№ Time 
Part_3.CM 
position:X 

Part_3.CM 
position:Y 

Part_3.CM 
position:Z 

Average 

1 0 -323.8 -67 1.84E-14 0.0549 

2 0.0033 -323.8 -67.0549 1.84E-14 0.1634 

3 0.0067 -323.8 -67.2183 1.84E-14 0.0207 

4 0.007 -323.8 -67.239 -2.61E-07 0.015143 

5 0.0079 -323.7891 -67.2477 -0.0059 0.040182 

6 0.01 -323.7548 -67.2569 -0.0247 0.080075 

 

997 2.3967 290.5354 -148.008 -55.1537 0.164123 

998 2.4 290.5559 -147.992 -54.9917 330.679 

     1097.094mm 
 

Using the data parameters obtained from the experiment, the lengths of trajectories of a single 

particle movement were identified and compared. The graph of the three-dimensional trajectory of the 

particles was generated in the MATLAB software.  

  

a.                                                                            b. 

Fig. 4. a. The length of trajectory of particle that shifted at maximum level 

b. The length of trajectory of particle shifter at the time of non-comparing 
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The shift lengths of particles at the time of compared and non-compared state by the 7 degrees 

of the trommel with the diameter of 210 mm are shown in the Pictures 3 ба 4 (1097 mm, 983.7 mm). 

As drawing a conclusion here, it is assumed that the probability to be sifted shall be increased because 

the difference between the trajectories of the particle movements inside of the trommel is 18%.  

The main factors influencing the sifting process are trommel rotation frequency, trommel 

diameter, tilt angle, or values 𝑋1,  𝑋2,  𝑋3 which have been included in multifactor modeling. In 1976, 

scientist Adler Yu. P. has made a notice about this issue.  

From the above regression, the following equation has been obtained.  

 

𝑦 = 430.3106 − 7.4649 ∗ 𝑥1 + 6.3423 ∗ 𝑥2 + 7.2129 ∗ 𝑥3 − 15.1796 ∗ 𝑥1
2 

 

Basing on the values obtained from the planning matrix, the trommel physical model with 5 

different sizes has been obtained for further experiments.  

2. CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) analyses made on axial trommel screen. 

The method of using DEM (Discrete Element Method) for determining mutual impact 

between granular-granular, trommel-granular has been widely used in modern research works. The 

model, initially found by the researchers Cundall and Strack in 1974, and later obtained by Tsui, 

Hertz-Midlin, has been widely used.  

 

Fig. 7. The model of Tsuji and Hertz-Midlin that improved mutual impacting of granular materials 

 

𝐹𝑖𝑗
𝑡 = (−𝑘𝑡𝛿𝑖𝑗

𝑡 − 𝜂𝑡𝑣𝑖𝑗
𝑠 )  

 

Here:  𝑣𝑖𝑗
𝑠 - sliding speed at the impacting spot  

𝑣𝑖𝑗
𝑡 - tangential speed 

It is considered that the tangential force creates the condition for mutually interacting granules 

for sliding with each other or on surface.  

 

Fig. 8. Model for loading material to axial trommel using EDEM program 
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The results of EDEM analyses have been shown using data and graphs. The gained results 

show that the axial trommel is more efficient than the traditional trommel. Hence, the experiment has 

been made on real equipment and approved. 

 

Fig. 9. Emission properties of the material 

3. Experiment with axial trommel screen 

 

Table 5. Test results and planning matrix 

Experiment`s 

no. 

Standard value of the 

impacting factor 

Working matrix 

Average value N, 

rpm 

𝐷, 
mm 

𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑋1 𝑋2 �̅�𝑢1 

1 +1 +1 45 260 160.4 

2 -1 +1 25 260 171.4 

3 +1 -1 45 160 71.2 

4 -1 -1 25 160 78.2 

5 -1.414 0 20.86 210 112.6 

6 1.414 0 49.14 210 106.2 

7 0 -1.414 35 139.3 49.6 

8 0 1.414 35 280.7 172 

9 0 0 35 210 85.4 

10 0 0 35 210 84.4 

11 0 0 35 210 84.2 

12 0 0 35 210 83 

13 0 0 35 210 86.8 

 

Let us determine the regressive dependence of the experimental results from the input value 

using MATLAB program by the tasks of the above experiment. 

 

F(x)=352.15-10.33.*x-1.66.*y-0.002.*x.*y+0.15.*x.^2+0.0062.*y.^2 

 

That regressive dependence has come out and the maximum and minimum screening differing 

values have been determined using the MATLAB code.  

[x,y]=meshgrid(20:2:50,140:2:280); 

f=(352.15-10.33.*x-1.66.*y-0.002.*x.*y+0.15.*x.^2+0.0062.*y.^2); 

 

figure(1)  surf(x,y,f) 
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Fig. 13. Maximum and minimum values of the material screening 

function f=ganbaafunc(x) 

f=(352.53-10.33.*x(1)-1.66.*x(2)-.0019.*x(1).*x(2)+0.15.*x(1).^2+0.0062.*x(2).^2); 

>> [x, fval]=fminsearch(@ganbaafunc,[20 50;140 280]) 

x = 

35.3155   25.9964 

139.2822   265.7918 val =54.5214 

 

This value is the experimental truth coming out with a slight difference when calculating using 

the Lagrange`s method of the lowest energy, and the optimization`s highest value in the regression 

equation is at x1 = 25.9964, x2 = 265.7918: 

 

x=25.9964; 

y=265.7918; 

f=(352.15-10.33*x-1.66*y-0.002*x*y+0.15*x^2+0.0062*y^2); 

>> f 

f =167.9462 

As a result of the optimization, the minimum value for screening deviated from the real 

experimental value. 

Conclusions. The ratio between the axial trommel diameter for launching experiment and length 

shall be 1:3 whereas axle angle incline shall not overcome 7 degree. The most trajectory of one granule`s 

movement in an axial trommel has been determined as n=25 rpm, d=260 mm, α=7° by making simulation 

with the main values of the axle trammel in the MSC.ADAMS program. The trajectory of one granule’s 

movement in an axial trommel shows a ratio of 18-21% compared to the one granule`s movement in a 

traditional trommel screen. The result of the granule`s emission coming out from EDEM simulation 

program is by 18.5% higher than that of the screen with traditional trommel.  

Moreover, the real experimental axial trommel weighs 112 gram, and the traditional screen 

88.4 gram, which shows 26,7% higher screening efficiency. 
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Appendix no. 1 

 Summarized results of the EDEM simulation (graph`s value, 100 lines) 

 
 

 
 


